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Abstract

In the economic literature, despite the high research interest, consumer behaviour strategies 
that refl ect the basic level of consumer behaviour and determine consumer preferences and choices 
have not yet been fully studied.

Consumer decision-making style, which refl ects the strategic level of the purchase decision-
making process and consumer behaviour, is also a subject of ac  ve interest and research in the 
economic literature. Scien  sts have developed a consump  on-style research methodology that 
has been adapted in many countries. The cultural specifi city of the decision-making style and its 
characteris  cs were iden  fi ed.

Determining the strategy of consumer behaviour in our country requires adap  ng the 
consump  on style methodology and conduc  ng relevant research on the Georgian sample. 
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During daily consump  on, which is accompanied on the one hand by striving to achieve a set of goals, 
and on the other hand by adap  ng to external condi  ons, stable pa  erns of behaviour are formed.

Consumer decisions, in the case of frequent repe   on, acquire a predictable character, which, in turn, 
allows for coordina  on of ac  on taking into account internal and external factors (which infl uence the 
consumer’s choice) and the use of the most acceptable system of ac  ons - strategy in specifi c circumstances. 
We are talking about strategies of consumer behaviour as a stable system of ac  ons carried out by the 
subject of consump  on to sa  sfy material and spiritual needs in connec  on with the selec  on, purchase 
and fi nal consump  on of goods.

In the economic literature, despite the high research interest, to date, consumer behaviour strategies 
have not been fully studied.

There are many defi ni  ons of the “strategy” concept in management theory. The majority of authors 
share the opinion that the content of the “strategy” concept is aimed at achieving goals. F. Kotler, who 
asserts that “strategy is a plan for achieving the fi rm’s goals” has the same opinion. According to the 
defi ni  on of B. Karloff , the term “strategy” can be understood as “a generaliza  on model of ac  ons, which 
is necessary to achieve the set goals through the coordina  on and distribu  on of resources.” According to 
A. Mintzberg, Alstrand and J. Lempel, this principle of behaviour refers to “basic ac  ons carried out over 
a long  me.” Behavioural strategy is also understood as a complex of ac  ons implemented by the subject 
to solve various tasks.

Based on the analysis of diff erent defi ni  ons of the “strategy” concept, it is possible to determine the 
main characteris  cs of the strategy: it is a behaviour plan (program), focused on achieving a set of goals, 
takes into account exis  ng resources and condi  ons, and determines human ac  vity.

The generalized conceptual scheme of consumer behaviour implies:
Leading strategies of consumer behaviour (refl ect strategies of economic behaviour);
Consumer habits (based on consumer preferences);
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Situa  onal, spontaneous consump  on (under the infl uence of situa  onal factors and emo  ons).
Thus, strategies refl ect the basic level of consumer behaviour and determine consumer preferences 

and choices. The strategy of consumer behaviour is based on the peculiari  es of the decisions made.
The purchase decision process is quite complex, it demonstrates how people solve life problems by 

purchasing services and products available to consumers. The consumer makes a decision step by step. 
A model of consumer decision-making was developed by R. Blackwell et al. [R. Blackwell, P. Mignard, 
J. Engel, 2002]. According to the men  oned model, the purchasing decision as a process includes the 
following stages: awareness of demand, search for informa  on, evalua  on of alterna  ves for purchase of 
goods, purchase, consump  on, and evalua  on.

Depending on the type of consumer behaviour, three types of purchases are dis  nguished: fully 
planned purchases, par  ally planned purchases and unplanned or impulse purchases.  According to the 
research conducted by D. Hawkins, it was found out that 2/3 of purchases in supermarkets are made 
directly based on decisions made in the stores.

Consump  on is the process of sa  sfying the demand, that is, the period when the consumer uses 
the goods. How the customer uses the goods depends on the level of sa  sfac  on and the probability of 
repeated purchases of the goods.

The probability of dissonance and its quality are determined by the following factors:
The importance of the decision to the consumer: if it is too big, then the probability of dissonance 

increases;
Irreversibility of the decision made: the easier it is for the customer to return the purchase and 

refuse the decision made, the less likely it is that dissonance will occur;
The diffi  culty of choice: the more diffi  cult it is to choose goods from a wide range of similar op  ons, 

the greater the likelihood of dissonance is;
The human tendency to worry. This factor is very individual and depends on the consumer’s 

characteris  cs.
Post-purchase dissonance can lead to a nega  ve evalua  on of the purchased goods/service, however, 

this is not always like that.
Emo  ons play an important role in evalua  ng sa  sfac  on with purchased goods. R. Blackwell et al. 

defi ne emo  on as “a response to the cogni  ve evalua  on of a phenomenon or thought, accompanied by 
physiological processes, o  en expressed physically (eg, gestures, postures, facial expressions)”.

Therefore, the evalua  on of sa  sfac  on and future use of the goods is infl uenced by such factors as 
conformity of consumer expecta  ons with the real characteris  cs of the goods, price and emo  ons. These 
factors infl uence the forma  on of consumer loyalty.

The consumer tries to make a ra  onal decision, but based on the theory of limited ra  onality [G.Simon, 
1961]. They achieve this in a limited way because due to the complexity of the external environment and 
data analysis, it is diffi  cult for the consumer to predict the long-term perspec  ves a  er making diff erent 
decisions.

Therefore, in conclusion, it can be said that human behaviour is marginally ra  onal, because a person 
is not a robot and their intelligence cannot calculate the development of events to the smallest detail, and 
at the same  me, a person is aff ected by many psychological factors, which is why there is also irra  onality 
in consumer behaviour.

According to K. Arrow’s theory [K.Arrow 1985], ra  onal behaviour is considered as a tendency to 
make the same choice every  me the consumer is faced with the same set of alterna  ves. Based on this, 
it can be concluded that every  me the set of alterna  ves is the same, and a person makes a diff erent 
choice, their ac  on becomes irra  onal. This is absolutely correct, however, it must be said that the act of 
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consumer behaviour is inextricably linked to the sa  sfac  on of consumer demand.
Therefore, irra  onal consumer behaviour is a special process of consump  on of goods, which is 

economically disadvantageous for the buyer and is inextricably linked with psychological mechanisms that 
aff ect a person. The problem of irra  onal decisions should be discussed in two contexts. The fi rst is related 
to the analysis of socio-psychological mechanisms aff ec  ng the consumer and describes the mechanism 
of irra  onal consumer behaviour, and the second - refers to the types and eff ects of irra  onal consumer 
behaviour and describes consumer decisions that are infl uenced by various outside factors.

Three main approaches are dis  nguished in the research of consumer decision-making process:
The fi rst approach is typological, according to this approach, all types of consumer behaviour can be 

described with the help of several types. Thus, the main goal of the men  oned approach is to detect the 
type to which the consumer belongs and their future behaviour according to the detected type.

The second approach is psychographic, it is related to the study of consumers’ lifestyles. This approach 
focuses on the consumer’s personal characteris  cs, opinions, beliefs, values and desires.

The third approach focuses mainly on the study of cogni  ve and aff ec  ve orienta  ons about the 
decision-making process of consumers. According to researchers, this approach is the most developed, 
best describes and predicts consumer decision-making, and, unlike other approaches, it is the most 
subject to empirical verifi ca  on and clarifi ca  on [S.Lysoncki, S.Durvasula, 2013]. Based on this approach, 
a decision-making style was dis  nguished - a mental orienta  on related to consumer decision-making 
[G.Sproles., E. Kendall, 1986]. According to researchers, style determines consumer behaviour. They 
developed a consump  on-style research methodology that has been adapted in many countries. During 
the approba  on of the men  oned methodology (in the USA, South Korea, China, New Zealand, Great 
Britain, and Germany), six ini  al factors were iden  fi ed with the help of confi rmatory factor analysis: 
“brand awareness”, “trend towards fashion”, “style and quality connec  on”, “price-quality” “, “  me and 
energy”, “loyalty to the brand”. Studies have proven that the consump  on style methodology is more 
acceptable for developed countries than for developing countries (Greece, India).

In Taiwan, a survey of consumers’ online behaviour was conducted using the consump  on style 
methodology. It was found that even though shopping is done using an electronic pla  orm, impulse 
consump  on s  ll takes place. Gender diff erences were also found: men tend to be more oriented towards 
brands, while women tend towards fashion. The results of a study conducted in Great Britain show that 
in general, men and women have a common decision-making style. Based on the results of the research, 
the following customer clusters were dis  nguished: tradi  onal-pragma  c, perfec  onist, fashion-oriented 
+ impulsive and choice-confused consumers.

Various eff ects aff ect the consumer, such as the eff ect of “joining the majority” (when the consumer 
makes the same decision as the majority); the “Snobby” eff ect (when the consumer makes a diff erent 
choice than everyone else); “Woblen” eff ect - the eff ect of commitment to quality; “price-quality” eff ect 
etc.

Thus, consumer decision-making style is a subject of ac  ve interest and research in the economic 
literature for several decades. The cultural specifi city of the decision-making style was also revealed. The 
decision-making style refl ects the strategic level of the purchase decision-making process. Determining the 
strategy of consumer behaviour in our country requires adap  ng the generally recognized methodology of 
consump  on style and conduc  ng relevant research on the Georgian sample.

Therefore, decision-making styles are related to decision-making characteris  cs and refl ect consumer 
behaviour strategies as the most common level that determines diff erent consumer habits and preferences.
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